Abstract -We consider blind adaptive multiuser detection in Correlated Waveform Multiple Access (CWMA)-based cellular radio networks. A common stochastic approximation (SA) based framework is proposed from which three blind adaptive algorithms for linear MMSE detection are obtained. Two of them coincide with previously proposed algorithms and the third is shown to be best suited for implementation at a base station. Improvement in terms of convergence properties of these SA-based adaptation algorithms is sought by using the more recent results on the SA technique with averaging.
I. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a cellular network model in which there are B base stations with Kj users assigned to base j. While the transmissions of out-of-cell users are received symbol-asynchronously at a base station, it is assumed, for the sake of simplicity, that in-cell users are symbol-synchronous. A base station is assumed to have knowledge of the (common) timing of the received signals of only the users in its own cell. For simplicity, we assume binary antipodal signalling.
The discrete-time model for the N, matched filter outputs at base j can be expressed as where the channel gain to base j, the transmit power and the transmitted symbol of the ith user of base 1 are denoted by gu,, wil and bil, respectively. si, denotes the vector representation (the "signa- 
BLIND MULTIUSER DETECTION WITH AVERAGING
We will consider detection at base station 1. The linear MMSE multiuser detector for user k is given (with suitable scaling) as the 
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that converges to the desired ckl. Q is a nonsingular matrix, whose inverse is called the splitting matrix. Replacing Q by the identity matrix and A by its instantaneous stochastic estimate y1 (n)yl ( r~)~, leads to the stochastic approximation based algorithm in [l] . Further, using the canonical representation for the (scaled) MMSE linear detector, s~l~-l s k I ckl = skl + pkl , pkl I S~I , we can replace Q by P i , = I -skl ( S~~S~~) -' S~~ (note that in this case, Q is singular) to adaptively estimate pkl :
pn > 0 is a suitably chosen fixed or decreasing step-size sequence.
The rule in (3) can be shown to be identical to the one in [2] , where it was derived differently by minimizing the output energy. Both the recursions mentioned above are based on the knowledge of only each user's own signal, i. e., ski.
Defining B = S1 W1 ST + o:I, we observe that in a cellular system where the out-of-cell interferers are typically weak, B can be considered as a course approximation of A. Therefore, with the knowledge of the signals of the in-cell users, their energies, and the noise variance, we replace Q by B-' to obtain: This algorithm is seen to converge more quickly to the MMSE solution than its single-signal based counterparts.
A recent fundamental development in stochastic approximation is the idea of averaging as introduced for multidimensional problems in [3] . The stochastic version of the general deterministic rule in (2) can be modified to include an averaging step after the "basic" recursion:
cki(n) = (I-P"QY~(~)YI(~)~)C~~(~-~)+CIQS~~, (5) t 6)
The "smoothing" effect of the averaging allows the basic recursion step to use "larger" step-sizes than would be feasible for the nonaveraged adaptive rule leading to an improvement in convergence. Analytical convergence for (3) is shown in a manner different than in [2] . The adapatations with averaging are shown to converge with zero asymptotic mean squared error under the assumption of a completely synchronous system and almost surely for the asynchronous model. 
